Canadian Soccer Referees’ Association
18th Annual General Meeting
Holiday Inn, North Vancouver, B.C.
17th February 2007
Basil Gill (President) opened the meeting at 10.10am with a moment of
silence.
Notable Attendees and Guests
Elvio Chies (BCSRA President) introduced:
Jose Branco (BCSA Referee Development Coordinator),
Hans Clodius (National Assessor),
Neil Ellet (National Assessor),
Alex Milne (National Assessor),
Werner Winsemann (National Assessor, FIFA world cup referee, retired),
Hector Vergara (Canadian FIFA assistant referee, Manitoba),
Mauricio Navarro (FIFA referee, BC)
Michelle Pye (FIFA referee, BC),
Paul Ward (FIFA referee, BC),
Bill Hoyle (Life Member),
Roll Call
Present: Manitoba, Ontario, BC
Apologies: Newfoundland and Labrador, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Saskatchewan, Alberta, CSA Referee Development Committee (Kevin
Jones)
Minutes of Previous AGM
Acceptance proposed by Ontario, seconded by BC, accepted.
Matters arising from Previous Minutes
None.
Correspondence
Invited CSA to CSRA AGM
Joe Guest (CSA Director of Refereeing) sent his apologies, cannot attend
because of a previous CSA commitment.

Executive Reports
Presidents Address – Basil Gill
We have to thank the BC Soccer Referees’ Association for stepping
forward to host this AGM and for arranging Hector Vergara as the guest
speaker.
Hector has achieved more than any other Canadian referee and his record
comprising two world cup appearances will be very hard to beat. We are
very fortunate to have Hector here.
The year 2006 produced a major set-back for us when Eric Evans, our
secretary for the past 14 years, suffered a stroke last March.
Eric was the mainstay of the Association, arranging all the conference
calls, AGM venues and contributions to the John Meachim Fund.
For a while we were like a ship drifting without a rudder as all the files
were in Eric’s safekeeping and , for a short time, we were unable to
access them.
Eric still has not regained his full powers of speech but he can understand
everything that is said and can act accordingly. However as he will not be
able to fulfill his duties as secretary the executive have appointed Rich
Carman, Vice-President of OSRA, as secretary for the remainder of Eric’s
tenure (1 year), as per article 12 of our constitution. Rich brings a wealth
of experience with him and I am sure he will be a great asset to the CSRA.
I have been negotiating with some people who may decide to fund an
AGM in Newfoundland. Perhaps the next President and Executive can
keep this in mind as we need to show a presence in the Eastern Provinces
to bring them all permanently into the CSRA.
Reports have been received from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Newfoundland & Labrador.
In some quarters we are still coming up against the idea that the CSRA
and Provincial Associations are unions with devious intents! This is
particularly so in Nova Scotia, Quebec, Alberta and Manitoba and we have
seen a minor resurgence in Ontario.
If people would only put the game first and get rid of self aggrandizement
and work together in harmony we would all be better off and the ‘game’
would progress rapidly. But human nature being what it is I suppose that is
too much of an idealistic world to attain. However Hope springs eternal.
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At present there are only three Provinces – BC, Manitoba and Ontario –
who are keeping the CSRA alive.
Alberta blows hot and cold and Saskatchewan has never recovered since
their Referees’ Association fell into disarray after the CSA instructed all
Provinces to have nothing to do with us when we were initially formed.
Incidentally we now have excellent relations with the CSA but the damage
has already been done.
Nova Scotia joined after I addressed their AGM some years ago when I
was Vice-President but they too fell by the wayside when their President,
Fitzroy Eddy, resigned to study law full-time. After he went their
Association splintered into small groups.
When Wendel McGibbon attempted to resurrect their Association he was
charged by Soccer Nova Scotia with trying to form a sort of union contrary
to SNC’s constitution, plus a few other charges, and was suspended for 5
years from holding any executive position and one year from refereeing.
CSA declined to help as, according to them, this was a Provincial matter,
and Wendel did not want us to get involved as he took the issue to court.
However proceedings were prolonged and his suspension is almost over
without the case ever getting into the courts.
The foregoing should send a chill down ones spine.
If anyone questions why we should have Provincial or National
Associations one only has to point to the foregoing. Without an
Association both at Provincial and National levels we would be like a voice
crying in the wilderness and we would be virtually left behind and be at the
mercy of individuals who either do not comprehend refereeing and
referees or who are just anti-referees. It is essential we have some form
of recognition and input, no matter how small, in order that we represent
our members and present their ideas and concerns at all levels.
What better form than solid Provincial Associations as members of a
strong National Association.
Newfoundland is in favour of the CSRA but we have no real presence
there. I undertook a trip to St Johns last year (at no expense to the CSRA)
and met with Bryan Walsh, a referee and Business Manager for
Newfoundland & Labrador Soccer Association. He was very keen on us
having an AGM in St Johns.
Hence I again repeat if we are to bring in the Eastern Provinces we must
find a way of holding an AGM there sooner than later.
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We also have to find a means of communicating better with the Provinces
without involving any large financial outlay as our bank balance would not
support that.
OSRA has managed to reduce the cost of its publication – CanSoRef – by
utilizing e-mail. We could probably use this method in some practical form
as the present Secretary, Rich Carman, was instrumental in arranging this
and also looks after the OSRA web-site.
This is all food for thought for the new executive.
As I stated last year, I will not seek re-election. I have been on the
nd
executive for 13 years in all, 7 years as 2 Vice-President and 6 years as
President and have attended every meeting since inauguration in 1989.
I feel it is time for a new President with fresh ideas to help move this
Association forward. It has been an honor and privilege to serve this
Association and I would like to thank the Executive, Life Members and all
past and present members who have assisted us during the years since
inception in keeping the CSRA a viable Association. May it progress and
flourish.
Secretary’s Report - Rich Carman
None, due to Eric Evan’s illness
Treasurers Report - Laurent Eloy
The accounts for 2006 were presented and questions were taken from the
floor and answered.
Meacham Fund currently stands at $8,296.
2008 fees to be kept at $3.50 (Proposed BC, seconded Ontario, accepted)
Auditors appointed – Sergiu Surdu (BC) and Bill McNaughton (BC), will
audit the accounts after the AGM has concluded.
Motion to accept BC, seconded Ontario, accepted.
Delegate Reports:
Nova Scotia submitted by Wendell Mac Gibbon, read by Rich Carman,
CSRA Secretary – see Appendix 1.
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Newfoundland and Labrador submitted by Martin Batterson, NLSA
Director of Officials, read by Rich Carman, CSRA Secretary – see
Appendix 2
New Brunswick submitted by Ray Grenier, read by Rich Carman, CSRA
Secretary – see Appendix 3.
Manitoba submitted and read by Jurgen Titzer, MSRA President – see
Appendix 4.
Ontario submitted and read by Dave Cope, OSRA President – see
Appendix 5.
British Columbia submitted and read by Elvio Chies, BCSRA President
– see Appendix 6.
Motion to accept BC, seconded Ontario, accepted

Unfinished Business
CSA (Joe Guest) could not attend AGM or conference calls.
Canadian Rugby called to discuss our game fees so they could align their
game fees. We were able to utilize our CSRA website for the information.
Tony Troughton presented attending Provinces a 3 hour CD with Bob
Sawtell, Bill Hoyle and Esfandiar Baharmast.
Elections
Vice President Tony Troughton conducted the elections:
President: Joe Licandro (Ontario) acclaimed
Treasurer: MAN Laurent Eloy (Manitoba) acclaimed
2 nd Vice President: Elio Chies (BC) acclaimed
Tony Troughton presented outgoing President Basil Gill with a plaque
recognizing Basil’s long and distinguished service to the CSRA.
New Business
Our new President Joe Licandro presided over the rest of the meeting.
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Tony Troughton (BC) voiced disappointment in the Nova Scotia Report
that another Canadian FIFA official took them self off the list because of
the lack of appointments from the CSA. This seems to be a yearly
continuing problem that the CSA has to address and rectify.
Elvio Chies (BC) suggested the CSRA host a dinner and gift for FIFA
referees attending the FIFA u20 world cup.
Hector Vergara (Manitoba) says this is doable, but would have to be
when they arrive (a week before the competition), and CSA would need to
be onboard.
Motion from the floor to the Executive to investigate and act
accordingly on both the dinner and a gift.
Bill Hoyle (Life Member) suggested we get on the agenda of CSA,
otherwise we will be overlooked and left behind..
Basil Gill (Ontario) negotiating with people to fund AGM’s… this all
hinges on CSRA to facilitate the sale of a referee kitbag, containing flags
(in a flag bag), tracksuit, 2 referee shirts, 2 pair referee shorts, 2 pair
referee socks, whistle, coin, ref notepad and card holder, pen, to our
members. Numbers to sell and cost to be determined, but we think we
could be looking at 1,000 units @ $180.00. A sample was shown to those
attending.
Basil Gill (Ontario) Eric Evans was 14 years as secretary – suggests we
recognize his long and distinguished service with a plaque.
AGM location for 2008. Jurgen Titzer (Manitoba) will investigate the
possibility of Manitoba hosting in Winnipeg..
Motion for Executive to use John Meacham fund to fund young referees.
This will take an amendment to the Fund’s constitution before it could be
approved.
Questions and Answers
none
Meeting was adjourned at 12.00 noon
Proposed Manitoba, seconded BC, carried.
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Appendix 1
Report from
Nova Scotia
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Appendix 2
Report from
Newfoundland and Labrador
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Appendix 3
Report from
New Brunswick
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Appendix 4
Report from
Manitoba
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Appendix 5
Report from
Ontario
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ONTARIO SOCCER REFEREES’ ASSOCIATION
REPORT TO CSRA AGM 2007
The past year for the OSRA has been a relatively good one in which the
organization has managed to maintain its membership. The approximately 1200
members (two thirds of them senior referees) is a slight increase from 2005.
The Executive has been working to move the organization towards becoming a
more professional and dynamic body. There have been three significant steps to
that end.
 Effort has been directed at making the website (www.osra.ca) a useful
source of information, primarily for members, but also for others interested
in soccer refereeing in Ontario.
 Our magazine, Can-So-Ref, has undergone a change. The effort of
producing the magazine quarterly in its former format for mailing to
members and others has proved to be a major challenge. As a result, we
had only one issue in 2006. Consequently, the Executive adopted an
alternate approach as a trial, which was approved by the OSRA Council in
early February. There will be more frequent editions, but shorter and in an
electronic format which can be read on the website and sent to members
by email. The aim is to create a more effective communication tool for
getting information to members on a timely basis.
 The AGM in November was a good one, with a booklet handed out that
contained the material for the meeting. The intent for 2007 is to produce a
document that can be distributed in advance to members and used as a
means of stimulating interest in the AGM.
In the fall, there was a confrontation between one of the local branches and their
district soccer association, in which the members were told that they would be
subject to discipline if they wore the OSRA badge when officiating. There has
been a long-standing tradition in the province that the OSRA badge is acceptable
and that it is not obligatory to wear the Ontario Soccer Association badge. After
considerable delay and following pressure from the OSRA, the OSA stated that
the OSRA badge may be worn, except for provincial or national appointments.
The statement was made by the Executive Director of the OSA at the OSRA
AGM, and this was followed by a written communication to the OSRA.
Also on the badge front, there has been ongoing discussion within the OSRA
about whether the badge itself should be changed. Some members have felt that
the existing badge is too large and heavy, especially now that shirts are made of
much lighter and less substantial material and it is common to affix the badge
with velcro instead of sewing it on. However, there has been consistent support
for the traditional badge as the official one for the organization. As a trial and in
order to gauge demand, the Executive had an alternate badge produced for the
AGM, a 3-inch black disc with the traditional gold maple leaf reduced to fit inside

the circle. It proved to be quite successful and has now been adopted as an
approved alternate to the official OSRA badge when doing games.
Soccer refereeing in Ontario, as elsewhere in the country, is facing challenges
with the new directions that are being proposed by the Canadian Soccer
Association and the new director of referee development, Joe Guest. The OSA is
fully supportive of the ideas being developed. What remains to be seen is how
many of the ideas are actually able to be carried out. And, of course, the
continuing debate, at least in Ontario, is the relationship between the OSA and
the OSRA. The CSA ideas only serve to emphasize the need for the two Ontario
organizations to sort out their differences in order to create a better atmosphere
for the support and development of referees in the province.
For its part, the OSRA is committed to working on improving the relationship and
finding a way to be more effective, particularly in the education of referees. Ideas
are being developed by the OSRA along that line, with the aim of creating a more
formal education format for Ontario referees. An important and successful first
step was a seminar hosted by the OSRA in January. Emerson Mathurin, OSRA
life member and a major figure in Canadian soccer referee circles, was the
speaker. About 100 referees attended, at no cost to themselves. Most had never
been exposed to Emerson as an instructor, so it was an excellent opportunity to
learn and receive insights into the art of refereeing from a master. Now the next
step is for the Executive to develop a formal proposal for an education program
to be considered by the OSRA Council at its meeting at the end of April.
In closing, there are exciting developments for soccer in Ontario. The hosting of
the FIFA Under-20 World Cup this summer will be a significant event. And the
arrival in April of the Toronto FC is exciting. There is a buzz in soccer circles and
beyond which can only enhance the stature of the game in the province.
David Cope
President
Ontario Soccer Referees’ Association

Appendix 6
Report from
British Columbia
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BC SOCCER REFEREES ASSOCIATION
Assisting, supporting, and advocating for referees since 1969.
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

President
V-Pres.
Secretary
Treas./ Reg’r
4H7
Directors

: Elvio Chies
: Suzanne Flannigan
: Richard Brownie
: Robin Woods

Mailing address:
c/o 8130 Selkirk St., Vancouver, B.C. V6P

: Larry Cade (Van. Is.), Alain Ruch (Interior)
Ron Schaeffer (Van. Area), Ward Sirman (Fr. Valley)

“PRUDENTIA, VIRTUS, PATENTIA”

www.bcsra.com
February 17,2007
BC REPORT TO THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE CANADIAN SOCCER REFEREES ASSOCIATION
Members of the CSRA Executive, Life Member, fellow members and honoured guests,
On behalf of the Referees Association of B.C. I would like to officially welcome everyone to the province and North
Vancouver, the site of this year’s Annual General Meeting. I would be remiss before starting my report by expressing
my thanks to various people: to Hector Vergara for graciously accepting the invitation to speak later today, to our
membership for agreeing to host the AGM, to our Vancouver Area branch for hosting the traditional hospitality night
to kick-off the weekend, and especially our provincial Treasurer Robin Woods and Vancouver Area branch President
Marc Bowley for the coordination in making the event come to life.
Since we last met the refereeing scene has witnessed a monumental shift. One of our members, Jose Branco, was
appointed to the position of BC Soccer’s Referee Development Coordinator. The governing body also re-instituted
the Referee Development Committee and I am happy to report that all members appointed come from the ranks of the
Referees Association (RA). It is still early days for the Committee and we look forward to their initiatives and will
inquire how we can contribute. Regrettably, we “lose” a loyal member in Jose Branco to the refereeing scene at-large
and a seat on that body. However, as Jose has shown his allegiance to a society of his peers, by renewing his
membership and a willingness include us in his plans, we now ask has our role now evolved, i.e. the parent body
worries about the standards of refereeing so should we now turn our attention to the hearts of referees by fueling their
passion for the game and raising their self-esteem to make them feel proud to be a referee?
We take pride in the accomplishments of our members:
-Congratulations to members Mauricio Navarro and Simon Fearn for being re-appointed to the FIFA List and to
new additions Michele Pye and Paul Ward.
-Members officiated internationally, nationally, in Provincial Cup finals and the 2006 National Club
Championships held in Surrey this past October.
-Of the four referee-centric awards at the recent BC Soccer Awards Banquet, all four went to RA members.
-We congratulate long-standing member Tom Reakes on being elected as the latest Long and Meritorious
Service Award recipient.
-Several members are personally involved in mentoring of younger officials.
RA member and National Referee Instructor John Nielsen returns to the fold as a member of the parent body’s
Referee Development Committee. Our membership honoured his work by creating the John Nielsen Referee
Education Award with John as its first recipient. Expected to be an annual award, we should not be surprised if from
time to time their may not be a recipient as John has set a high standard to imitate.
Looking to the future, it has been reported by BC Soccer the average age of referees, like society itself, is rising;
younger blood is needed. Our membership agrees and to ensure younger members stay with our society in their
formative years, the membership has indicated cost should not be a deterrent. Those officials under the age of 21 who
are promoted to Class 3 will see their membership fees graduated on the basis of age.
In closing, I now enter the last year of my term and soon the day will come when I must hand over the reins. It is a
shame as I believe we now have a provincial executive that is starting to form into a cohesive unit. At the same time, I
believe they are equipping themselves to handle future challenges.
Respectfully submitted,
Elvio Chies, President

